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 temperatures which would be caused by multiple changes in the present amount
 of carbonic acid. If the amount of carbonic acid were reduced to two-thirds, this
 would represent a fall of temperature of about 3?'1 C. in all latitudes from the
 equator to at least 65?. If the amount were trebled, temperature would rise about
 7?'3 at the equator, and 9?'3 in lat. 65?. Thus we have, with a rise of tempera-
 ture, a marked diminution of the temperature-gradient, but with a fall of the
 order required the gradient remains much the same. But if we take into account
 the corresponding changes in aqueous vapour, and especially the changes which
 would be induced in the amount of cloud, there are many reasons to suppose that
 not only would the total effect of a given variation in the amount of carbonic acid
 be much greater than that represented, but the effect of a diminution would be to
 considerably increase the temperature gradient.

 The amount of carbonic acid in the atmosphere at the present time is repre-
 sented by about 45 parts in 100,000 (by weight), and Hogbom finds that agencies
 now at work on the Earth's surface are capable of producing or absorbing, in a
 single year, quantities which form a not unimportant fraction of this amount.
 But a serious increase in the total carbonic acid necessary to produce a given
 change in the atmosphere results from the fact that of all carbonic acid set free,
 the ocean absorbs nearly five-sixths. Chamberlin, and more recently Ekholm,
 have discussed the question from a geological point of view, and believe that
 liberation and absorption of carbonic acid may actually have taken place on the
 scale required; and Ekholm has even formulated a scheme showing alternate
 liberation and absorption, and consequent succession of warm and cold periods.

 REVIEWS.

 ASIA.

 KHURASAN AND SISTAN.*

 IN 'Northern Afghanistan' Colonel Yate gave an account of Afghan-Turkestan from
 Kabul to Herat. In this volume he carries the narrative further west into Persia,
 and describes the north-eastern provinces of that country from the Kurd and
 Turkoman country along the Russian frontier to the north down to the confines
 of Baluchistan on the Indian frontier to the south. He also gives an account of a
 stay among the Goklan and Yamut Turkomans, "hitherto comparatively unknown,"
 as well as of a trip to the source of the river Gurgan, " never before visited by any
 European traveller." Colonel Yate also has a good deal to tell of the Afghan and
 Persian soldiery, of the official and commercial sides of Persian life, of the recent
 changes in Persian society, and of certain of the notable sights of the country of the
 Lion and Sun, especially the shrine of Imam Raza at Mashhad, the tomb of Omar
 Khaiyam, and the turquoise-mines at Madan. The Russo-Afghan frontier is also
 described in chapter ii., the Russo-Persian frontier in chapter iii., the Persian-
 Afghan border in chapter ix., Astarabad and the Caspian in chapter xvi. Three years'
 experience as British Consul-General at Mashhad gave the author his opportunity,
 and he has used it with great industry and patience, as well as with admirable
 temper and good sense. It might have made the volume more interesting to its
 general reader if a stricter selection had been observed in the narratives of social
 functions and of excursions to the more obscure Persian localities; but Colonel
 Yate professes to write with the special object of helping brother officers in the

 * Khurasan and Sistan.' By Lieut.-Colonel Yate. Blackwood. 1901.
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 Indian army " who may think of visiting Khurasan and Sistan, or who may take an
 interest in Central Asia," and for this purpose his book is no doubt well adapted.
 Every educated man must read with interest the graphic account here given of
 Mashhad itself, of its antiquities, its shrines, and its festivals; every " decadent "
 will be shocked to hear of the Persian neglect of Omar Khaiyam's grave and
 memory; every lover of a good story will be delighted to hear the author's con-
 firmation of the classic tale of Afghan cavalry fitting themselves out in cast-off
 coats of guards and ticket-collectors of the South-Eastern and Metropolitan
 Railways.

 WESTERN CHINA.*

 This record of travel on the Tibetan border professes not to make any addition
 to geographical exploration, but simply to give a picture of "China among the
 mountains, far removed from Western influence." " No newspapers, no public post,
 no roads beyond foot-trails, no street-cleaning, no drains, no fires in winter, and no
 ice in summer,"-these are the drawbacks of the Highland China, in which Mr.
 Little has been travelling; and over against them is a brilliancy of costume such
 as might have been found in mediaeval or sixteenth-century Europe,--" all but the
 very poorest being richly and gracefully clad,"-an exquisite harmony of simple
 buildings with grand surroundings, a picturesque agreement of man with nature.
 Mr. Little's chapters originally appeared in the North Ch/ina Herald, and are now
 republished with fifteen excellent photographic illustrations. The map is copied
 from Mrs. Bishop's. Starting from Chung-King, on the upper Yang-tse, Mr. Little's
 journeys show three main lines of travel westwards to the frontier of Tibet-one up
 the valley of the Fo-Kiang; one by the basins of the Chung-Kiaug and Min-Kiang;
 and one by Kiating-fu, Mount Omi itself, and Yachau. The whole work, in other
 words, is devoted to Sechuan province, and forms a useful parallel to Mrs. Bishop's
 volume on the same region. The two authors are practically in agreement in their
 enthusiasm for it, as the loveliest, most prosperous, and pleasantest part of China.
 Unfortunately, of late years various causes have led to the exhibition of a very
 different feeling towards Europeans, Mr. Little notes, from what was the case ten
 years before. "Then one never heard an uncivil word, now one is constantly
 jeered by the rabble," he complains; " whatever be the cause, the temper of the
 people is entirely changed for the worse, and successful rioting has deeply lowered
 the prestige we formerly enjoyed." The firm hold which Buddhism has taken of
 this highland section of the Chinese race is equally emphasized both by Mrs. Bishop
 and Mr. Little, but the latter is more political in his outlook on Tibet. "Our
 countrymen in India need " it "as a real sanatorium ;" and the recall of the Macaulay
 mission, when it had advanced within three days of Lhassa and routed the natives
 with some slaughter, is deeply regretted by the author, who thinks China, " at
 least in the Tibetan question," a pure quantite negligeable.

 KAMCHATKA. BY H. V. SLIUNIN.

 These two volumes in Russian (' Okhotsko-Kamtchatskii Krai, yestestvenno-
 istoritcheskoe Opisanie,' or ' The Okhotsk-Kamchatka Region, a natural-historical
 description,' by Dr. H. V. Sliunin; with a map, 32 photographs, and 54 zinco-
 graphs, St. Petersburg, 1900) are probably the most complete and valuable work
 ever published on the far North-East of Asia. It is no secret that M. Witte, who,
 as Minister of Finance, may be said to direct the main activities of Russian
 material progress, takes great interest in the development of these regions; and
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